In this paper, we present a method named OCDLS that is based on link-link similarity and SNMF (symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization) to detect overlapping communities. To begin with constructing the link-link similarity matrix, and then using SNMF to partition links, finally computing the overlapping factor, and assigning nodes to the corresponding communities according to the prespecified overlapping threshold. OCDLS is applied to some computer-generated and real-world networks, experimental results show that OCDLS can achieve a good performance in detecting overlapping communities.
Introduction
As a powerful tool to describe complex systems, complex networks have attracted widespread attention. Complex networks exist in a wide range of real world systems, such as collaboration networks, the Worldwide Web, and metabolic networks. Studies show that complex networks have three properties: small-world property, power-law degree distribution, and community structure. Community structure [1] is considered to be a significant property of complex networks, and it is defined as a set of nodes which are densely connected to each other, in comparison with their relation to the rest of the network. Detecting community structure can help us to understand the nature of the networks better, analysis the entire network hierarchy, predict network behavior patterns and it has also became a key problem in the study of networked systems.
Many methods have been introduced to identify communities, such as hierarchical clustering [2] , spectral clustering [3, 4] , and modularity optimization [5, 6] . However, these methods omit the fact that communities in networks often overlap such that nodes simultaneously belong to several groups. Figure 1 is a figurative sketch of a simple network with three overlapping communities, nodes with different color represents different community, and the white ones are overlapping nodes which participate in multiple communities. A popular method to tackle this problem is the clique percolation method (CPM) by Palla et al [7] , which is based on the belief that a community consists of overlapping sets of k cliques and detects communities via searching adjacent cliques. Although CPM has a good performance in networks with clear modularity structure, it doesn't do well in sparse networks and can't cover all nodes due to the tight requirement of clique. A fuzzy method based on nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is proposed by Zhang [8] . The method factorizes the feature matrix V into two matrices with the nonnegative constraint as V≈WH, where V is n × m, W is n × k, H is k × m, and k is the number of communities provided by users, each element W ij in matrix W quantifies the strength of node i belongs to community j. Similarly, Zhao proposed a method which removes redundant constraints in the approximation and reduces NMF to a problem of symmetrical non-negative matrix factorization (SNMF) [9] . Psorakis proposed an algorithm called Bayesian NMF [10] , which is a hybrid method similar to OSBM [11] . The matrix V is decomposed via NMF, and each element v ij of matrix V in Bayesian NMF denotes a count of interactions between node i and node j. Ahn presented a method named LINK that gives the idea of partitioning links instead of nodes to detect community structure, which is different from other methods [12] . The method partition links via hierarchical clustering of link similarity, it allows a node to participate in more than one community, as determined by the labels of the links connected to it.
In this paper we propose a method which combines the advantages of the link-based method and the SNMF method for overlapping community detection, named OCDLS (Overlapping Community Detection based on Link similarity and SNMF). OCDLS is a soft-partitioning solution, where communities are allowed to share nodes, and it can give more reasonable results by comparing with the "node-based" methods. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the overall framework of OCDLS. Section 3 presents the detail of overlapping communities detection method OCDLS. Section 4 shows some experiment results of the proposed method, and we draw some conclusions in section 5.
Overall Framework
The overall framework of OCDLS is shown in Figure 2 . Given an undirected complex network, the procedure of detecting overlapping communities can be described as follows. OCDLS starts with the construction of link-link similarity matrix S, then factorizes S into the product of W and W T via SNMF, finally partitions links with matrix W, computes the overlapping factors and assigns nodes to the corresponding communities. According to the above steps, we can detect the overlapping communities. 
Method

Link-Link Similarity
The first step of OCDLS is constructing the link-link similarity matrix. Given an undirected network G = {E, V}, V is a set of n nodes and E is a set of m edges. The network structure can be described by an n × n adjacency matrix A, each element a ij of A is equal to 1 or the edge's weight if there is an edge Detecting Overlapping Communities Based on Link-link Similarity and SNMF Xia Feng, Huimin Chen connecting node i and node j, and it is equal to 0 otherwise. The adjacency matrix A is generally considered as the feature matrix of the network.
In this paper, the method OCDLS focuses on the links (edges), rather than nodes. The links in complex networks represent the relation between nodes. For example, the links in scientific collaboration networks may denote the similar research interests between authors, the links in the Worldwide Web may represent the similar themes between web pages. Meanwhile, the process of detecting community structure can be regarded as grouping the similar relation between nodes.
Given a pair of links e ik and e jk with a shared node k, the similarity between link e ik and link e jk [12] can be calculated via Jaccard Index defined as
where N i is the set the neighborhood of node i including i. s quantifies the similarity between the pair of links, it is in the range [0, 1], the larger s value, the more similar the pair of links.
In this way, we can construct the link-link similarity matrix S with size m× m, each element s ij represents the similarity of link i and link j. If link i and link j have a shared node, s ij can be computed via equation (1), and it is equal to 0 otherwise. Compared with the adjacency matrix, link-link similarity matrix makes better use of the relation between nodes, which is chosen as the feature matrix of complex networks.
The SNMF Method
Second step of OCDLS is Symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization (SNMF) which is a special case of NMF [13] . SNMF factorizes a nonnegative matrix into the product of a non-negative matrix and its transpose, it can be addressed as follows: given a symmetric matrix S with size m × m, trying to find an m × k matrix W such that:
where the matrices S and W are not allowed to have negative entries, k is a pre-specified parameter and is usually chosen to be smaller than m, then the factorization could be viewed as a representation of S in a new space of lower dimensionality. Using Euclidean distance to measure the dissimilarity between S and WW T , the cost function can be defined as
. . 0
The minimization of this cost function can guarantee the quality of the factorization, thus the key of SNMF lies in iteratively updating matrix W to improve the approximation to S while maintaining nonnegative matrix property. Ding et al proposed a SNMF update rule which can guarantee to converge to a locally optimal matrix factorization [14] .
SNMF starts with random matrix W with positive numbers between 0 and 1. Then updates W according to formula (4) until reaching the maximum iterations. For overlapping community detection, the feature matrix S can be factorized into the product of W and W T using SNMF. The matrix factor W often has a special meaning which will be described in detailed in section 3.3.
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Assign nodes to communities
Assign nodes to communities is an important part for OCDLS, which can be divided into two steps: partition links; assign nodes. The two steps will be introduced successively.
Consider the complex network G with n nodes, m edges and k communities, its feature matrix S is the link-link similarity matrix with size m × m. The feature matrix S can be factorized according to equation (2) . The dimension of matrix factor W is m × k, m is the number of links, and k is the number of communities. The entries in W can be viewed as the membership degree of every link to each community, in other words, each element w ij of W represents the strength of link i to community j. Then we can partition links according to the maximum subordination principle: link i belongs to community j if w ij is the largest element of the i-th rows w i,: in matrix W. After partition links, we can use the labels of links to assign nodes.
Given a node x, in the simplest sense, the node x belongs to the communities of its links. However, the simple assignment mode remains some errors, we give a more reasonable measure to assign nodes.
Assuming that node x connects p links which belong to q communities. The links and communities can be sorted by the number of links in each community which can be described as 
where p i is the number of links belong to community q i and it satisfies the following conditions
Community p 1 has maximum number of links, so the node x belongs to p 1 at least. For community p 2 to p q , overlapping factor O i for community p i can be defined as
Overlapping factor O i is the ratio between the link numbers in p i and the link numbers in p i-1 . O i is in the range [0, 1], the greater O i means that the node x has similar strength to community p i and p i-1 . For a pre-specified threshold  , we can assign node x to the communities whose overlapping factor is greater than or equal to  . In other words, if O i is greater than or equal to  and O i+1 is litter than  , then the node x belongs to p 1 , p 2 … p i . In this way, we can assign all nodes to communities. All nodes are allowed to participate in multiple communities, so the overlapping communities can be detected.
In other words, if O i is greater than or equal to  and O i+1 is litter than  , we believe that the node x belongs to p 1 , p 2 … p i . In this way, we can assign all nodes to communities. All nodes are allowed to participate in multiple communities, and then the overlapping communities can be detected.
In summary, the procedure of OCDLS can be described as follows:
Step 1: Calculate link-link similarity between links, construct the link-link similarity matrix S.
Step 2: Factorize the matrix S into two matrices such that S≈WW T via SNMF.
Step 3: Partition links on the basis of matrix factor W, compute overlapping factors, assign nodes to corresponding communities.
Experiment
In this section we test the performance of the proposed method OCDLS on computer-generated networks and real-world networks. The comparison methods are CPM [7] which is a popular method to detect overlapping communities and LINK [12] which is a link-based method and similar to OCDLS. In addition, OCDLS is implemented in MATLAB, the implementation of CPM and LINK can be obDetecting Overlapping Communities Based on Link-link Similarity and SNMF Xia Feng, Huimin Chen tained on the website. Firstly, we will introduce the evaluation criteria for a detected partitioning, and then test three methods on computer-generated and real-world networks, respectively.
Evaluation criteria
For computer-generated networks, we use normalized mutual information (NMI) to check the accuracy of the methods quantitatively. The NMI is first applied by Danon et al to evaluating the similarity of two covers [15] , and it is extended to account for overlap between communities by Lancichinetti et al [16] . In this paper, we use the later one to evaluate the quality of the methods and the expression of NMI can be described as follows:
For node i in cover ' C , the membership of node i to communities can be expressed as a binary array x i with length ' C , if node i belongs to '
The k-th entry of this array can be regarded as a random variable X k =(X) k , the probability distribution of which is
where N is the total number of nodes, n k is the number of nodes in cluster ' k C of ' C . The same holds for the random variable Y l associated with the cluster ''
C . The joint probability distribution P(X k , Y l ) is defined as:
The conditional entropy of a cluster X k given by Y l is defined as ( | ) ( , ) ( )
In particular, we can define the conditional entropy of X k with respect to all the components of Y
The normalized conditional entropy of a cover X with respect to Y is
H (Y|X) can be defined in the same way, and finally the NMI for two covers can be defined as
The NMI value is in the range [0, 1]. The higher the NMI value, the more similar the two covers. For real-world networks, the most common measure for overlapping communities is overlap modularity (Q ov ) [17] , which is given as Detecting Overlapping Communities Based on Link-link Similarity and SNMF Xia Feng, Huimin Chen
where c is a community, a ij is the element of the adjacency matrix of node i and node j, m is the total number of edges, k i is the degree of node i, Om i is the number of communities to which node i belongs. The larger the Q ov value, the higher the quality of the current partition.
Computer-generated networks
The computer-generated networks is designed by Lancichinetti, Fortunato and Radicchi(LFR) [18] which has been widely used to test overlapping community detection methods.
The parameters of each LFR network in this experiment is set as follows: the size of nodes N=500, the average degree of nodes <k>=10, the maximum kmax=20, the minimum of community size cmin=60, the maximum of community size cmax=90, the power-law distribution of degree t 1 =2, the power-law distribution of community sizes t 2 =1, the mixing parameter μ={ 0.1 , 0.3 } , the number of overlapping nodes On=20, the number of memberships Om varies from 2 to 7.
Parameters of three methods are set as follows: For OCDLS, the overlapping factor threshold  varies from 0.5 to 1 with an interval 0.1. For CPM, we set k=3 (3-clique percolation), because CPM with k=3 almost covers all nodes. For LINK, the threshold t varies from 0.1 to 1 with an interval 0.1. All the results with best settings are given in Figure 3 .
The left figure in Figure 3 is the NMI values of three methods with μ=0.1 and the right one is the NMI values of three method with μ=0.3. Figure 3 shows that on the LFR with the given parameters, OCDLS performs well, the two contrasting methods CPM and LINK are underperforming. On the other hand, performance decays with the increase of Om for all methods. As a matter of fact, the value of μ has a direct impact on the performance of OCDLS, the effect can be explained easily, because OCDLS is based on links, if the links can't be assigned exactly, the accuracy of nodes assignments will be decline. 
Real-world networks
Consequently, we compare the performance of the methods on seven real-world network datasets from different domains, the datasets can be described as follows: 1) Karate [19] : The dataset is the network of friendships between members of a karate club at a US university given by Zachary. The network has 34 nodes, 78 edges. The nodes represent the members in the club and the edges represent the relationship between members.
2) Dolphins [20] : The dataset is the network of frequent associations between dolphins in a community living off Doubtful Sound, New Zealand. The network has 62 nodes, 159 edges. The nodes represent the dolphins and the edges represent the frequent associations between dolphins.
3) Politic books [3] : The dataset is the network of books about US politics sold by the online bookseller Amazon.com. The network contains 105 nodes and 441 edges, the nodes are the books and the edges represent frequent co-purchasing of books by the same buyers.
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4)
Football [5] : The dataset is the network of American football games between Division IA colleges. There are 115 nodes representing the football teams while an edge means there is a game between the teams connected by the edge. 5) Net Science [21] : The dataset is a co-authorship network of scientists working on network theory and experiment. There are 319 nodes representing the authors and 914 edges representing the co-published a paper between authors. 6) Cel [22] : The dataset is a metabolic network which contains 453 nodes and 2025 edges. The nodes represent the metabolites while an edge means the biochemical reactions between metabolites. 7) PPi [22] : The dataset is a protein-protein interaction network. The 1458 nodes represent the proteins and the 1948 edges means the physical binding of proteins.
Parameter settings of three methods are the same as before, and the experiment results on the real world datasets are given in Table 1 . The first column is the name of networks; the second column is the number of nodes and the number of edges; the third column to the fifth column corresponds to the three methods' maximum modularity Q ov and community number, respectively. Table 1 show that the performance of OCDLS is better than CPM and LINK. Experiment on all networks shows that the Q ov of OCDLS is much higher than LINK, the Q ov of OCDLS is also higher than CPM, and the performance of CPM is a little better than LINK. As we all know, CPM and LINK are popular methods of detecting overlapping communities, but with so bad results in our experiments. Note that, CPM and LINK generate more communities than OCDLS. Take Net Science for example, OCDLS achieves the best result with 21 communities. In contrast, CPM and LINK achieve the best results with 65 communities and 243 communities respectively. Now we conducted in-depth analysis on Net Science networks, compared with OCDLS, CPM and LINK return too many modules with small size which is obviously not consistent with the network structure. Figure 4 is the comparison of the results between OCDLS, CPM and LINK on Net Science. n c is the number of nodes in a community, the value of n c = 2 means that the ratio between the number of communities with two nodes to the total number of communities, the value of n c = [6, 10] denotes the ratio between the number of communities with 6 to 10 nodes to the total number of communities, other values have the similar meaning. Figure 4 shows that the communities detected by OCDLS contains more nodes than the other two methods, more than 60 percent of the communities contains at least 20 nodes. For CPM, most communities contain three nodes because of 3-cliques. For LINK, nearly half of communities contain only two nodes, which even may not be considered to be communities. Table 2 is the distribution of nodes comparison of the results between OCDLS, CPM and LINK. N is the total number of nodes, c n : 1 denotes the number of nodes which belong to one community, and the others have the similar meaning. As can be seen from Table 2 , for OCDLS and CPM, the majority of nodes belong to one or two communities, and fewer nodes belong to multiple communities. For LINK, more nodes belong to multiple communities. According to equation (13) , if a node belongs to many communities, it will result in the decline of the modularity Q ov . There are so many nodes belong to more than one community, it may be able to explain the low modularity Q ov of LINK.
Furthermore, to demonstrate the effectiveness of OCDLS intuitively, the result of OCDLS with threshold  =0.5 on the famous Zachary's karate club network is given in Figure 5 . Because the threshold  =0.5 is very loose and it can detect more overlapping nodes. Figure 5 shows the club network and its divisions. The circles (red ones) represent one community, the boxes (blue ones) represent another one, and the diamonds (white ones) are overlapping nodes. In Figure 5 , the links of overlapping nodes belong to two communities and the corresponding overlapping factors are greater than threshold  , so the nodes are member of two communities. By comparison with the "hard-partition" methods, OCDLS gives a more reasonable result. 
Conclusion
In the present work we proposed a method named OCDLS for community detection that based on link-link similarity and SNMF to achieve overlapping communities in a network. First, we demonstrated how to construct link-link similarity matrix which is considered as the feature matrix of the network. Then, we showed the SNMF works on the feature matrix and demonstrated how to assign nodes to communities. The experiments on computer-generated networks and real-world networks show that OCDLS has a competitive performance against popular overlapping community detection methods.
Future works focus on two aspects: 1) The computational time of OCDLS depends on the number of the links as O(m 2 ), it may can't handle the large-scale dense complex networks. Our following study focus on how to analyze the large-scale social networks. 2) Determining the community number of real-world networks is a hard work, we have to try many times with different community number and Detecting Overlapping Communities Based on Link-link Similarity and SNMF Xia Feng, Huimin Chen chose the best one as the final result. We will try to design a more flexibility and robust method which combines hierarchical clustering and determines the community number automatically in the future.
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